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(Msb ;) for the :p in this case is not a denotative
of the fem. gender. (Msb.) The pronoun affixed
to it is of the third pere., (8, M,) and is [generally] sing. and masc, (S, Mughnee,) though it
may be followed by a fem. and by a dual and by
a pl.: (S:) notwithstanding its being determinate
in the utmost degree, its use in this manner is
allowable because it resembles an indeterminate
noun in its being used withlout the previous mention of the noun to which it relates; and hence it
requires a noun to explain it: (IJ, M :) it annuls
the government of .); (TA ;) and the indeterminate noun that follows it is put in the accus.
case as a specificative: (S, Mughnee:) thus you
say,
:,.i
&.) [Few,, or ma,pny, men I
have beaten]: (S, M :*) but accord. to the Koofees, you say
, (S,) and ;1, (,], (M,)

nee.) [But in tbis last ex., and in others, it relaes
to few in compaison with others, tbough many
abstractedly.] - L is affixed to
c.)in order
that a verb may follow it; (q, Mughnee;) and
the verb that follows it is generally a preterite,
(T, Mughnee,) as to the letter and the meaning:
(Mughnee :) you say, ';
t. . 0 [&ldom,
or often, such a one came to me, or has come to
me]: (T:) sometimes the verb is a future; (T,
Mughnee;) but only when it expresses an event
of which one is certain: (T:) so in the saying in
the Cur [xv. 2], l\
1 ItbS wIt JJ
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;
_*', (T, ?, M, Mughnee), meaning Oftn
[niUlthose who have disbelieved wish that they
had been Muslinl]; (Mughnee, Jel ;) or seldom,
(Zj, T, M, Jel,) because terrors will bereave them
of their reason so that they will but seldom recover reason to wish this; (Jel ;) for God's
threat is true, as though it had come to pass, and
therefore the verb here is equivalent to a preterite [which is often used in the K5ur and elsewhere in this manner]. (T.) C is also sometimes
affixed when a noun follows, (T, Mughnee,) or a
nominal proposition, and generally restricts )
&c. from governing: thus, Aboo-Duwad says,

(T, $, M, O) and t t (M, ) and oj, (TA,)
and Vt; (T, ]C) and Q~ (]~) and L; and L.
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L (M, I) and L., and t,~ and tL.j and La:
and a ; and La"j and tL;,, (TA,) and ?
and Lj (Ml, l) and ar" and L,:O and te;L and
t.; and lt,; and tI; and t)
and t.
and
Lt;r and t~ and Lt: (TA:) [of all these, the
most common are ,, and i;,: and] V-j is the
most common of the forms that have the affix z-:
(Mughnee and I on the letter j :) and the forms
with tenhdeed are more common than the [corresponding] forms without teshlideed. (M.) It is and XJ .,j,
and '1 .,jy
, and %.j0.:
a word, (M,) or particle, (T, $, Mughnee, I,) he who puts the pronoun in the sing. [in all
governing the gen. case: (, M, Mughnee, :) cases] holds it to be allusive to something unor a noun, (1], TA,) [i. e. an indecl. noun,] in known; and he who does not put it in the sing.
the opinion of the Koofees and some others; but [when it is not followed by a sing. noun] holds it
this opinion is rejected by Ibn-Mailik in the Tes- to be used in reply to a question, as though it
heel and its Expos., and by AHei, and by IH&b were said to a man, " Hast thou not any young
in the Muglince. (TA.) Accord. to some, (I], women ?" and he answered, i; .5 IJ " <~
TA,) it is ised to denote a small number, (T, M,
[Fen, or many, young wromen have I possd]:
-. J a.. .Meb, !~, TA,) always, (TA,) or mostly: (Myb, Ibn-Es-Sarr6j
says that the grammarians are as
TA:) [thus it may be rendered Few if we render
the noun following it as a pl.; and scarce any if though they were of one consent in holding '
[Sometimes, or often, the numerous herd of camelt
we render the noun following as a sing. or a pl.:] to be a replicative [app. meaning in a case of this is anong them, and there are swift horses, among
kind, with an affixed pronoun]: (S:) [but it is
it is tho contr. oF.S when this latter is not used not always
a replicative in a case of this kind; rwhich are the colts]: another says, making a,,
interrogatively: (T :) [and with 1 affixed, re- though perhaps it was originally:] AHeyth cites with C affixed, to govern,
stricting it from government, it may be rendered as an ex.
.
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Few times, or sldom:] or it is used to denote a
large number; (IK, TA;) i.e. always: so says
*
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IDrst: (TA:) [(thus used, but such is not always [And many a perishing man Aae I saved from
the case, it may be rendered Many, whether we psrditiot]. (TA. [But the reading commonly [Many a stroke with a polished snord of the
render the noun following it as a sing. or as a pl.: found in grammars is °.s X from hit state of forging of But-rd, (the Bozrah of the Bible, a
and with C affixed, Many times, many a time, perdition.]) The following is an ex. of the use of city famous for its sword-blades,) and manv a
oftentimes, oftimes, often, orfrequently:] or it .j to denote a small number, [or rather to denote wide spear-wound; or, perhaps,few stroAes i&c.]:
(Mughnee: [but I have substituted '
for'e t,
is used to denote a small and a large number; singleness,]
which is the reading in my copy of the Mughnee,
(Mughnee, K;) often the latter, and seldom the
g
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an evident mistranscription:]) and another, cited
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former: (Mughnee:) or it is used in a case of
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boasting, or glorying, ([, TA,) exclusively of a
1by IAqr, says,
other caes, (TA,) to denote a large number:
:
(1, TA:) or it does not denote by itself either a [Now surely scarce an instance is there of anyone 11
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small number or a large number; but one or the born not having a father, and of anyone having
- .1
.
other of these meanings is inferred from the con- offtpring whom two parentshae not procreated];
text: (g:) [but sometimes neither of these mean- meaning [our Lord] Jesus and Adam: (Mugh- [Ml,weyeh, (StS being an apocopated proper
ings can be clearly inferred from the context: in nee: [but I have substituted s4.A for ;.A, the name of a woman, originally 3Ot,) O, many a
these cases, it may be rendered Some: and with
reading in my copy of that work: o#.A J is for raid spreading widely and dispersedly, like the
affixed, Sometimes:] accord. to Er-Radee, its
burn rith the brandinlg-iron]. (T. [In the TT,
primary meaning is to denote a small number, ,A.J, for the sake of the metre; like as ~.i
as from the T, I find, here, Jt in the place of It,
j ":])D and among the many exs. of its which I find in a copy of the T, and which is
but it has been so much used to denote a large is for
number as to be in this latter sense as though it use to denote a large nuniber, is the saying, in a the reading commonly known.])
were proper, and in the former sense as though it
R. or intpissatedjuice, (j.),)
Sob,
of any
were tropical, requiring context [to explain it). many a female haing clothinginn th present state
fruit;
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[Without the affix j,] it governs an indeter- rection!]; and the saying of an Arab of the desert,
preseed (M,s , TA) and coohed: (M,TA :) thich
minate noun (T, a f, Mob, Mughnee, O) only, after the ending of RamadAIn, ji 5
.
Q,, "jb [or espresed juice; such as the inpiusatd
(T, f, ,) and a pronoun. (f, M, Mughnee.)
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